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ACTRESS TINA MALONE UP FOR AN AWARD IN THE UK’S FIRST POSITIVE AWARDS



Nominations are flooding in for the UK’s first Positive Awards which take place in Liverpool in

September to celebrate people’s positivity and mindfulness.



Actress Tina Malone is among the nominees and said, “It is so nice to be nominated. I have never won

anything , I have been nominated for Emmys and BAFTAs but nothing in my own city and I am really

flattered. After the struggles I have faced over the last 18 months, it has been horrendous, but when I

heard about the nomination especially, this really given me a lift and I am moved. I am a big believer in

positivity and this is wonderful.”



People, businesses and celebrities alike will come together to see if they have won one of 16 prestigious

awards on the night of 21 September at the Hilton in Liverpool



Organised by Lifestyle Events, spokesperson Amanda Moss said, “Isn’t it about time we showed

gratitude to the people and businesses who make every day a little bit happier? There’s always so much

negativity floating around in the news and so we’re turning people’s thoughts to joy and spreading

some positivity. There are so many people inspiring others everyday, they may be facing inner struggles

but they keep going. The message is that a positive mind creates positive actions and in turn brings

about positive change for the better for everyone. So let’s celebrate that and show the world we have a

lot to be thankful for.

We can get lost in ourselves working so hard and it is important to reconnect with other people.

Positivity promotes productivity and there are some incredible people doing inspirational things every

day and there’s no better platform to shout about it than at The Positive Awards.”



The awards are:



The WOW award					 The LEADERSHIP award

The INFLUENCER award			 

The POSITIVITY award

The ADMIRATION award			 

The ESTEEM award

The RESPECT award				 The APPRECIATION award

The HONOUR award				 The SUCCESS award

The HAPPY award					 The PROSPERITY award

The ENDEAVOUR award			 

The ACHIEVEMENT award





Buddha Therapies director Tracy McMahon, who runs an award winning holistic spa and training centre is

one of the judges and said, “This is an absolute honour to be able to witness so many inspiring people

under one roof. We all have the power within us to create a positive future and there’s no better place
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to start than here."



The event is hosted by Darren Lawrenson, the UK’s top mind masters who specialises in maximising

people’s performances, who promises to lift the energy in the room. He said, " It’s sometimes

difficult not to get drawn into daily gossip and chatter about what’s “wrong” in the world. The

news and the press live on the back of drama, bad news, gossip and at times pure negativity, so to be

invited to an evening where only positive achievements and behaviours are focused on and celebrated is a

real big deal for me. I am truly delighted to have offered the opportunity to share the stage with people

that at times swim upstream to stay focused on the good, the possible and the positive aspects of human

behaviour and endeavour.  

This will be a pure night never to forget and a reminder and recognition to their achievements and their

persistence. Liverpool the home of the possible and a culture of “can do”, “why not” and anything

is possible is the perfect place to host such an event."





www.positiveawards.co.uk



For more information and for interviews please contact Amanda Moss on 0791633 2469 or email

amanda@amandamosspr.uk
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